JANUARY 1977

**The Artist and the Gallery**
A symposium of gallery owners and lawyers from the Washington Volunteer Lawyers for the Arts focusing on contracts, consignments, reserved rights, etc. 

**Steina Vasulka: Video**
Steina Vasulka, a pioneer in video art, will present two different evenings of video work. She and her husband Woody organized and directed the Kitchen in New York and have contributed significantly to the definition of electronic imagery. One price for one or both evenings.

**Anita Fisk: Preview**
'*A New Girl in Town'*
Anita Fisk, an artist now living in Seattle, presents an exhibition of sculpture/beds and environmental works. The exhibition will continue daily 12-6 pm through February 6.

**Copyright Protection**
A seminar on copyright protection for artists, including implications in the visual, video and literary arts. Conducted by Marshall Nelson, Attorney and presented by the Washington Volunteer Lawyers for the Arts.

**Annual Meeting**
The annual meeting of and/or's membership. More information will be distributed to members in early January.

**Note:** and/or members pay the lower admission fee.

and/or is supported in part by a grant from the National Endowment for the Arts.